Innovative technology solutions that are flexible, secure and easy to manage so care providers can focus on their patient’s needs.

- **PATIENT REGISTRATION AND ADMINISTRATION**

Efficient and space saving solutions for care providers in need of accurate, secure and fast access to patient information.

- **DOCTOR’S OFFICE**

Innovative technology solutions that are flexible, secure and easy to manage so care providers can focus on their patient’s needs.

- **EXAM ROOM**

The best tools for radiologists to work efficiently and confidentially to enable positive outcomes.

- **MEDICAL IMAGING AND DIAGNOSIS**

Technology solutions for emergency medical service and care providers who need to be equipped with tools to perform in the most demanding situations.

- **EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONDER (EMS)**

Technology solutions designed for the needs of specialized clinical environments like operating rooms.

- **CONFERENCING AND SURGICAL OPERATING THEATER**

Gain on-demand secure access to patients, programs and data from wherever your patients are.

- **UNIFIED WORKSPACE**

For care providers who need to seamlessly transition from desk to meeting room to bedside, while sharing and connecting anywhere in the hospital.

- **MOBILE CLINICAL CARE**

Revolutionary solution with intelligence and automation providing visibility across the entire endpoint environment.

- **SUPPORT AND DEPLOYMENT SERVICES**

Upgrade to the most complete support service with ProSupport Plus.
Patient registration and administration

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS THAT ALIGN TO NEW PATIENTS’ NEEDS TO SPEED UP REGISTRATION AND ACCESS TO CARE.

Dell recommended solution

A. Dell OptiPlex All-in-One 5260 with OptiPlex 5260 All-in-One Height Adjustable Stand
B. Dell Optical Mouse - MS116
C. Dell Multimedia Keyboard - KB216
D. Pop Up Full HD Camera*

Solution features

Facilitate patient registration and access to care with the OptiPlex All-in-One that is easy to setup and interact with, including a Full HD display with optional ten point multi-touch.

Additional accessories and options

E. Dell 22 Monitor - P2217H
F. Dell Pro Stereo Headset - UC350
G. Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM636
H. Dell 24 Touch Monitor - P2418HT
I. Dell Dual Monitor Stand - MDS19*

* Some options may not be available in all regions
* Not pictured
Doctor’s office
CARE PROVIDERS CAN GET ACCURATE, SECURE AND FAST ACCESS TO PATIENT INFORMATION WITH OUR VERSATILE MOBILE SOLUTIONS.

Dell recommended solution
A. Latitude 5300  2-in-1*
B. Dell Premium Active Pen - PN579X

Solution details
The beautifully designed Latitude 5300 2-in-1 makes it easy to convert from tablet to laptop mode for use in corridor conversations or while docked in patient meeting rooms.

Additional accessories and options
C. Dell Multimedia Keyboard - KB216* and Dell Optical Mouse - MS116*
D. Dell UltraSharp 24 Monitor
E. Dell Thunderbolt Dock - WD19TB
F. Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM714
G. Dell Notebook Power Bank Plus (18,000 mAh) - PW7015L *
H. Dell Pro Stereo Headset - UC350

* Some options may not be available in all regions
* Not pictured
Exam room

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS THAT ARE FLEXIBLE, SECURE AND EASY TO MANAGE SO CARE PROVIDERS CAN FOCUS ON THEIR PATIENT’S NEEDS.

Dell recommended solution

A. Dell OptiPlex 5060 Micro paired with versatile mounting options
B. Dell 24 Monitor - P2419H
C. Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM636

Solution features

Ultracompact, powerful desktop with flexible mounting options adapts to the needs of clinic and patient rooms. Quickly start up and launch common applications with Intel® Optane™ memory.

Additional accessories and options

D. Dell Pro Stereo Headset - UC350

* Some options may not be available in all regions
* Not pictured
Dell recommended solution

A. Dell Wyse 5070 Thin Client with Dell Dual VESA arm mount
B. Dell 22 Monitor - E2216H
C. Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM636

Solution features
Configure your Dell Wyse 5070 Thin Client with single sign on, a wide variety of mounting, display, security and networking options for the ultimate flexibility in any healthcare environment.

Additional accessories and options

D. Dell 24 Ultra HD 4K Monitor - P2415Q (2x)
E. Dell Dual Monitor - MDS19
F. Dell Pro Stereo Headset - UC350

* Some options may not be available in all regions
* Not pictured
Medical imaging and diagnosis

THE BEST TOOLS FOR RADIOLOGISTS WHO NEED TO WORK EFFICIENTLY AND CONFIDENTIALLY TO ENABLE CORRECT DIAGNOSIS.

Dell recommended solution

A. Dell Precision 7820 Tower Workstation
B. Barco Coronis Fusion 6MP diagnostic display for general PACS.

Solution features

Dell Precision workstation’s are the most powerful workstations in the world and are built to power the most intensive applications, and can power Barco’s world-class displays for ultimate viewing and color accuracy.

Additional accessories and options

C. Dell Premier Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM711
D. Dell Portable Thunderbolt 3 SSD 1TB*
E. Barco Coronis Uniti 12MP Mammography & Tomography Display
F. Barco Nio 3MP Diagnostic Displays
G. Dell Ultrasharp 24 Monitor | U2419H

* Some options may not be available in all regions
^ Not pictured
Emergency first responder (EMS)

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE AND CARE PROVIDERS WHO NEED TO BE EQUIPPED WITH TOOLS TO PERFORM IN THE MOST DEMANDING SITUATIONS.

Solution features
Trusted rugged technology solutions that help monitor and provide care for patients, in-vehicle or on the go.

Dell recommended solution
A. Dell Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme

Additional accessories and options
B. Rugged tablet dock
C. Keyboard cover with kickstand
D. Dell rugged battery charger
E. Extended input and output module
F. Carrying accessories like rigid handle, cross strap and shoulder strap

* Some options may not be available in all regions
* Not pictured
Conferencing and surgical operating theater

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS DESIGNED FOR THE NEEDS OF SPECIALIZED CLINICAL ENVIRONMENTS LIKE OPERATING ROOMS.

Dell recommended solution

A. Fan-Less Embedded Box PC 3000 designed to MIL-STD-810 standards, with multiple input/output options.

Solution features

Aggregate and relay data from unconnected patient monitoring devices within the Intensive care units (ICUs)/operating theaters (OTs), using the Dell Embedded Box PC 3000. Fan-less Embedded Box PC 3000 solution avoids contamination caused by dust, noise or bacteria.

Your Embedded PC is covered with

B. Dell Deployment Services
C. Dell Configuration and Flexible Branding Services
D. Dell Prosupport

* Some options may not be available in all regions
* Not pictured
Telehealth

GAIN ON-DEMAND, SECURE ACCESS TO PATIENTS, PROGRAMS AND DATA FROM WHEREVER YOUR PATIENTS MAY BE LOCATED.

Solution features
Provide uninterrupted patient care with a powerful OptiPlex 7060 Small Form Factor desktop featuring enterprise-class management and security. Optional Intel® vPro™ enables on-demand productivity.

Dell recommended solution
A. Dell OptiPlex 7060 Small Form Factor with Dell OptiPlex Small Form Factor All-in-One Stand - OSS17
B. Dell Premier Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM717
C. Dell 24 Monitor - P2419H

Additional accessories and options
D. Dell Wired Mouse with Fingerprint Reader - MS819
E. Dell Pro Stereo Headset - UC350
F. High Definition, pan-Tilt-Zoom(PTZ) Camera*

* Some options may not be available in all regions
* Not pictured
Mobile clinical care
FOR CARE PROVIDERS WHO NEED TO SEAMLESSLY TRANSITION FROM DESK TO MEETING ROOM TO BEDSIDE, WHILE SHARING AND CONNECTING ANYWHERE IN THE HOSPITAL.

Solution features
The space-saving OptiPlex Micro promotes patient-centric care and a professional appearance in the healthcare environment.

Dell recommended solution
A. OptiPlex Micro 7060 mounted on PC Cart with the Micro Dual VESA Mount
B. Medical cart
C. Dell Premier Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM717

Additional accessories and options
D. Dell Pro Stereo Headset - UC350
E. Dell Monitor 24 - P2419H

* Some options may not be available in all regions
* Not pictured
Dell Technologies Unified Workspace is the most comprehensive solution to deploy, secure, manage and support virtually all devices from the cloud. We designed this revolutionary solution with intelligence and automation providing visibility across the entire endpoint environment. We help save time, improve user experience, optimize resources and strengthen security.

Our modern deployment solution, ProDeploy in the Unified Workspace allows you to revolutionize the way deployment gets done. By spending just one hour for set up, IT can then hand deployment to Dell and have preconfigured systems shipped directly to the end users - wherever they are.

Dell Endpoint Security for the Unified Workspace helps manage growing cyber risks while embracing workforce transformation. With Dell SafeGuard and Response powered by Secureworks, gain actionable insight to help quickly and efficiently prevent, detect and respond to cyber-attacks-keeping your environment free from harm.

We integrated our hardware management solution Dell Client Command Suite with VMware Workspace ONE, allowing you to take advantage of unified endpoint management (UEM) and manage the firmware, operating system and applications for all devices from the Workspace ONE console. UEM simplifies the management of the entire environment saving IT time from having to work between separate consoles for PCs and phones.

ProSupport Plus continues to be the only predictive and proactive support in the market. When compared to key competitors, ProSupport Plus with SupportAssist reduced time to resolve a failed hard drive with up to 11x faster time to resolution.

## Support and Deployment Services

### ProSupport Plus

Upgrade to the most complete support service with ProSupport Plus.

Available with all client systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Hardware support during local business hours.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/7 hardware and software phone support</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Proactive and predictive automated support</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Repair accidentally damaged devices and keep hard drive after replacement</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Resolve issues quickly with ProSupport engineers</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Avoid downtime with failure prevention</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When compared to key competitors, ProSupport Plus with SupportAssist reduced time to resolve a failed hard drive with:

- **92%** Up to 92% less time to resolution
- **68%** Up to 68% fewer steps to resolution
- **11x** Up to 11x faster time to resolution
- **13** Up to 13 fewer steps to resolution

### ProDeploy Plus

Deploy PCs with greater speed and less effort.

**Experts**

- Enjoy unprecedented efficiency thanks to best practices learned from years of experience.
- Gain up to 56% faster deployments and $792 reduced deployment cost per PC.

**Insights**

- Gain expertise from teams who do this every day.
- We custom-configure and image units globally every week, and provide project documentation with knowledge transfers.

**Ease**

- Effortlessly deploy PCs by outsourcing to us. You’ll have the flexibility to select the level of service that matches your IT staff outsourcing needs, and we perform deployments after hours or on weekends for zero disruptions during business hours.
- We’re also available in 70 countries.

- **56%** Up to 56% reduced deployment time
- **$792** Reduced deployment cost per PC

---


Dell monitors are #1 worldwide*

Here’s why:

Innovative
Dell is first to market with monitors designed to deliver the right tools for the job, including the world’s first:
- 31.5” Ultra HD 8K monitor
- Professional-level HDR monitor with HDR10
- 27” 4K Monitor with InfinityEdge and HDR content playback support
- 23.8” and 27” monitors with super thin borders on all four sides

Designed for productivity
Today’s Dell monitors help enhance productivity and collaboration:
- Large format conference room monitors with 20-point touch
- Panoramic ultra wide curved monitors offer an immersive viewing experience
- Super thin bezel design great for dual monitors setups that boost productivity up to 18%1

Reliable
With Dell monitors you get the same commitment to quality, reliability and service that you expect from Dell—demonstrated by our Premium Panel Exchange2 available with Dell UltraSharp monitors and select Dell monitors and backed by our industry-leading Advanced Exchange Service.

Award winning
Multiple awards and positive reviews from around the globe vouch for their quality, performance and usability. Here are just a few:

For more information visit dell.com/monitorsforwork

1Dell monitors are #1 Worldwide for 5 consecutive years (2013 to 2017)! Source: IDC Quarterly PC Monitor Tracker, Q1, 2018.
2Source: Improving Employee Productivity with Dual Monitors, IDC InfoBrief, sponsored by Dell, November 2015.
2The Dell Premium Panel Exchange allows a free panel replacement during the Limited Hardware Warranty period even if only one bright pixel is found. For a copy of Limited Hardware Warranty, write to Dell USA LP, Attn: Warranties, One Dell Way, Round Rock, TX 78682 or see dell.com/warranty.